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PERFORMED WITH CONFIDENCE AND GAVE THE ART ~ ....

LOVERSA BEAUTIFULEVENING TO REMEMBER ~.~. '. -~j.~1J J! ~ f..
Aditya, Krishna, Ayush al. children of Anand Marg was hakrishna Bhatia were '.>~, .o.r. ~. ~ rJ' iand Atul played the key- Solo Kathak by Kinnari, proof of the pudding. among the distin- ,' ~ ~,-1;\ .

board and Ayush played solo Kavita and Niharika had the Praveen presented Raag guished guests. Anusha ,;;,r "'I\\.~".

guitar. The artistes were so audience applauding. Har- Desh while Mohinder sang Hariharan, former - ~I'\ ~
tiny that they were literally monium by Kumar Shreyas, Raag Bageshri. Sarthak and student of Shashilata: 1 ',,' ..

hidden by the chosen instru- Bol padanth by Shashilata Saumya presented Raag Gupta who was vol-
ments. and tabla by Pt.Kalinath Bhoop while Shubam pre- unteering with flo-

"Hum Nanhe Hain", a Mishra enhanced the quality sented Darbari and Praveen ral decor and other
group dance was presented of music and thereby dance. delved on Poorya Dhanashri. logistics feels
by the children of Anand Vocal rendition of raag Dr Vijay Sharma, one of proud to part of Ii
Marg, a home for destitute at Khamaj, Kafi and Bhim- the top ten cosmetic sur- the
Saki Naka, trained by palasi back to back by the geons of the world and Rad- event.
Shashilata.

"I have always believed
that art is for service.
Though 1 teach so many at
Mulund and Powai, training
students at Anand Marg
every Sunday in music, key-
board and Kathak gives me
immense satisfaction and to
see them perform so immac-
ulately is an enriching expe-
rience," says Shashilata.

Artistes too have a social
responsibility akin to corpo-
rates, feels the teacher.

The next item took the au-
dience on a journey to Dwa-
par ¥.ug.at-Brindavan t.o-paF-
take in Raas Nritya. '~aj
Shyam Moh Leeno" by
Anand Marg Children had
the essential elements of
Kathak genre, Makhanchori,
Uthan, toda,.kavith, paran et
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